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Beulah Gage, a 23 year old waitress
at The New Yorker Hotel, was
bet $50 to strap on the window
washer’s harness and wash a
window from the fortieth floor. She
was not fazed. She hoped to put the
$50 towards a college education.

The outside of the New Yorker
Hotel today.

Here are the guys that
likely bet Beulah to go out
that window.
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Dedication
To be added later.
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Foreword

The work you are viewing is the result of 21 years of urban archeology. To find the pieces to what
was the puzzle of The New Yorker, my main dig site was mostly EBay. I estimate I visited 23,000
times to “win” some 1,000 items containing 5,000 images plus written information in the text of
brochures and captions of hundreds of press photos.
I must acknowledge the generosity of the grandchildren of The New Yorker’s first General Manager
Ralph Hitz and of the first Head Chef Emil Wiolat for donating their gran-dads’ photo albums.
We also searched for stories in print and through hundreds of pages of materials still in The New
Yorker Hotel’s archives.
We have tried to stitch the best of these fragments into an eclectic tapestry which informs, but most
of all, entertains.
Though I am the author of this work the folks that actually sat at the keyboard and assembled the
work with a lot of great ideas and creativity of their own must be acknowledged.
In 2012 Ms. Li Ting Deng rescanned all the materials and then did an excellent job creating a 70%
complete first draft in Adobe In-Deign. Work on the book was then suspended and Ms. Deng moved
on.
During the next five years I nearly doubled the amount of materials in the archives, and established
a well-received Hotel History Exhibit in our lower lobby. Stories about The New Yorker Hotel’s
history have appeared in the NY Times, The New Yorker Magazine, AM New York, the BBC, NHK
(Japan), the History Channel, the Travel Channel, and many other foreign language outlets.
At the beginning of June 2017, with my retirement one month away, I was asked to finish writing the
book. Steven Rebeiro joined the team of two and worked with speed, accuracy and creativity. We
went from 70% draft to a printable draft in 30 days.
So why write a book about the history of The New Yorker Hotel?
I believe that the story of The New Yorker is the story of New York City from the 1930s to present
the same way the diary of one soldier is the story of the war.
It is also true that The New Yorker’s architecture represents the golden age of New York’s Art-Deco
era, and its giant roof sign has been referred to as New York City’s name badge.
Just as the value of artwork is validated by its providence, the experience of a stay or a visit to The
New Yorker Hotel is enriched by knowing the history of this iconic edifice.
This book is written to enrich the experience of all who grace our portals, guests, visitors, and
employees, present and future.
Joe Kinney 01 July 2017
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TIMELINE
1928: The $22.5 million dollar construction of The New Yorker Hotel begins. The
1.2 million square foot building is set to become the second largest hotel in the
world.
1930: The New Yorker Hotel opens its doors. Ralph Hitz is the first General
Manager of The New Yorker and subsequently becomes president of
the National Hotel Management Company, organized by officers of the
Manufacturers Trust Company to operate hotel properties for which it is trustee.
1933: Nikola Tesla moves into rooms 3327 and 3328
1940: Frank L Andrews is promoted from hotel manager, a position he held since
1934, to President and Director of the National Hotel Management Company,
due to the sudden passing of Mr. Hitz by a heart attack.
1941: Staff members of The New Yorker Hotel are introduced to Protecto-Ray
1943: Nikola Tesla passes away in his rooms on the 33rd floor.
1948: Frank L. Andrews installs televisions in 100 rooms. The hotel becomes
known for having “the greatest number of television sets under one roof.”

Part
One
1930s - 1950s
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35th & 8th
Prior to 1928, the East side of 8th Avenue between 34th and 35th Streets began with
the Manufactures Trust Company on the south corner, the Collegiate Church down
34th St, and the Manhattan Center which still stands. The Collegiate Church, built in
1914, stood for only 14 years. Going north on 8th Avenue there was a machine shop
above a dentist office, Saint Remo Spaghetti House, and Penn Clothing.
On the corner of 35th Street was Jacob Ruppert’s Hotel Knickerbocker. Ruppert was
a pioneer in Major League Baseball. After purchasing the New York Yankees in 1915,
Ruppert was responsible for the purchase of Babe Ruth’s contract and the building of
Yankee Stadium. He has a plaque in the stadium’s Monument Park and was inducted
posthumously into the National Baseball Hall of Fame in 2013.
One of the other casualties of building The New Yorker Hotel was the Manufacturers
Trust Company building. The company demanded that for them to give up the
building, The New Yorker had to build its own bank within the hotel and provide the
Manufacturers Trust Company with free rent for 50 years. The New Yorker obliged,
and they went on with their business rent free until 1980. The bank’s vault can be seen
below.
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An artist’s rendering of
the original 28 story concept of The New Yorker
Hotel.
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The New Yorker
Plans for The New Yorker Hotel were filed on March 3, 1928 by Frederic Brown.
Brown. This 1.2 million square foot state-of-the-art building was set to become the
second largest in America, and arguably the most technically sophisticated hotel in
the world.
Construction began in June 1928 and The New Yorker Hotel opened on January 2,
1930. The hotel was 43 stories tall and the final cost was 22.5 million. Mack Kanner
was the president, J.C. Sophian was the project manager, H. W. Brooks was the
consulting Engineer and P.H. Pisow was the mechanical engineer.
The New Yorker Hotel’s construction time only took an astounding 22 months from
preliminary planning to completion. Unfortunately, the financial timing was destined
to cast a shadow over The New Yorkers financial viability for years. The Stock Market
Crash of October 1929 occurred just before the hotel opened and dropped investment
values to a level that did not recover until the Second World War.
The Manufacturers Trust Company, which had already demolished its building to
help build The New Yorker Hotel in its place, now also held papers over the hotel.
They were keeping the doors open at The New Yorker.

Above are the honored guests at The New Yorker Hotel’s Pre-Opening Banquet, the brain trust behind the creation of this hotel.
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Over 2 million cubic feet of solid rock was excavated on the corner of 34th
and 8th. The hotel was set to be 75 feet deep.
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Construction workers during the early stages of construction, riding a footing
into place. Workers had to venture 80 feet below street level.
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The ceremonial driving of the final rivet can be seen above. The hotel
was the largest in New York at the time of its completion, and builder
of the hotel Mack Kanner got the honors of putting on the bow.
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Photo of The New Yorker Hotel on opening night in January 1930, fully
illuminated. The lines on the sides are crop marks from the New York
Tribune, as the photo is an original copy.
On the right is an excerpt from an issue of Life Magazine featuring an ad
for the opening of The New Yorker.
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The New Yorker Hotel’s primary source of visitors came from Penn Station.
Visitors coming from the railroad had access to an underground tunnel that
connected directly from the station to The New Yorker. The tunnel was filled
following the controversial demolition of Penn Station, and photos of the
tunnel are hard to come by. The entrances to the tunnel and accompanying
elevator can still be found in the depths of The New Yorker Hotel.

SUWBAY TUNNEL
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Around The New Yorker Hotel today
are various artifacts from the Art Deco
era, including these stylized carvings
on the outside of the hotel. The most
notable of these is the original New
Yorker logo above, which has been
recreated and can be found in the lobby
today.
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The Staff
A lot has changed about hotels over the years, but one statement has remained
true: you’re only as good as your staff. The New Yorker Hotel employed over 2,000
employees during this era to cater to the needs of their guests. You couldn’t turn the
corner without seeing somebody ready to serve.
There were no small parts at The New Yorker Hotel. From the general manager to the
bell boy greeting folks in the lobby, everybody had a role in keeping the train rolling.
They had all kinds of employees doing all kinds of tasks. Chefs, barbers,
weatherwomen, radio announcers, ice sculptors, tiger stretch operators, midget
bellhops that turn into advertising icons. You name it, The New Yorker Hotel probably
had it.
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Ralph Hitz was the first general manager of The New Yorker Hotel and an icon in the
hotel industry. Hitz was the first pace-setting GM of the hotel.
During the first year of operation, Hitz made a decision that the people today would
refer to as a “power move.” On a night when the hotel was virtually empty, Hitz
ordered that every light be turned on and every curtain opened throughout the hotel.
When guests tried to check in, they were told that the hotel had no vacancy and
prompted across the street to the rival Pennsylvania Hotel, where rooms were open.
By hand delivering guests to the enemy, Hitz was playing the long con. He created
demand by offering no supply. He made The New Yorker Hotel seem like the most
exclusive hotel in the city when in reality barely anybody was even there. He crafted
his own mystique.
The New Yorker would become one of the most iconic and era defining hotels in New
York City thanks to bold moves like this under Ralph Hitz. Sadly, he passed away
suddenly after just 10 years of managing the hotel.
During his time at The New Yorker, Hitz was named president of the National Hotel
Management Company, organized by officers of the Manufacturers Trust Company
to operate hotel properties for which it is trustee. In addition to The New Yorker
included: Netherland Plaza in Cincinnati, The Book-Cadillac in Detroit, The Hotel
Lexington in New York, The Hotel Van Cleve in Dayton, and the Aldophus in Dallas.

To the left side, Frank L. Andrews and to the right side,
Frawley. Ralph Hitz’s right hand men.
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Ralph Hitx first General Manager of the
New Yorker Hotel 1891 to 1940
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Left is Emerald O’Day, The New Yorker’s
in house weather girl. Above is an old New
Yorker Hotel staff baseball team. Right is
Raphael Cafiero cleaning a window. At 92
years of age, Cafiero took the subway to hand
deliver his photos to The New Yorker Hotel.
Below is Emil Wiolat and his chefs cooking up
a storm in the kitchen.
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Bellmen at the hotel carrying bags for hotel guests
visiting for the 1939 World’s Fair. Below, the hotel’s
bellmen and bellwomen being rewarded with prizes
for winning the Baggage Race held in the Court of
Peace at the World’s Fair.
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On the left are various signs and cards from The New Yorker during this era.
Above is a sanitary code sign that the author personally removed from the
wall of the women’s locker room. It was up for over sixty years!
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Johnny Roventini
Long before there was a Ronald McDonald, and well before Colonel Sanders had
ever licked so much as a pinky, Philip Morris had a guy named Johnny. Johnny
Roventini was the cheerful 43-inch-tall midget, clad in a bellman’s brass-buttoned
red jacket and pillbox cap, who cried “Call for Philip Morris!” to the rhythmic strains
of Ferde Grofe’s Grand Canyon Suite in Philip Morris commercials. In a 41-year
career spanning the golden age of radio and the pioneer days of TV, Johnny became,
arguably, the first and most famous living trademark of a major American product.
The Johnny saga began in 1933 with an advertising problem: how to create a quality
image for a 15 cent pack brand of cigarettes in a market where the then major
competition (Camel, Chesterfield, Old Gold) sold for 1H. Inspired by an illustration
on an old Philip Morris display piece, advertising agency
head Milton Biow conceived a radio campaign that featured
a bellboy paging Philip Morris. But instead of hiring an
actor to play a bellboy, Biow consulted an employment
agency specializing in hotel help, and they immediately
recommended Johnny Roventini, “The World’s Smallest
Bellhop;’ of The New Yorker Hotel. “I simply went to The
New Yorker, found Johnny, and asked him, quite innocently,
to page a Mr. Philip Morris;’ said Biow in his autobiography,
“He went through the lobby and called. That was the voice!”
Johnny slowly transitioned from his day job at The New
Yorker to fulltime announcer and traveling spokesman. He represented Philip Morris
at every and any event. Cheerful, gregarious, and ceaselessly energetic, Johnny shook
hands, distributed samples, and, inevitably, summoned local bigwigs in the same
piercing tone with which he called for Philip Morris.
Johnny mania peaked in the late 1930s when demands for him became so great that
Philip Morris decided to create a troop of five regionally located “Johnny Juniors”
in bellhop outfits to appear in his place, and later placed Johnny at the center of
their sponsorship with a new television show “I Love Lucy.” When Phillip Morris
transitioned into new brands of filtered cigarettes, Johnny and the Phillip Morris
brand were, for lack of a better term, filtered out. Johnny still served as an in person
spokesman for the brand until retiring, and lived a peaceful life until his death at age
88.
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Art Deco Interior
The period termed “Art Deco” manifested itself roughly between the two world wars,
or 1920 to 1939. This period of design and style did not just affect architecture, but all
of the fine and applied arts as well. Furniture, sculpture, clothing, jewelry and graphic
design were all influenced by the Art Deco style.
Basically, Art Deco was a modernization of many artistic styles and themes from the
past. You can easily detect in many examples of Art Deco the influence of Far and
Middle Eastern design, Greek and Roman themes, and even Egyptian and Mayan
influence. Modern elements included echoing machine and automobile patterns and
shapes such as stylized gears and wheels, or natural elements such as sunbursts and
flowers.
During the years when Art Deco as a style was in fashion the term Art Deco was not
known. Modernistic or Style Moderne was used. The term was coined in the 1960’s by
Bevis Hillier, a British art critic and historian. The name Art Deco was derived from
the 1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs Industriels et Modernes, held in
Paris.
The New Yorker Hotel was an icon of the Art Deco era. From the murals in the grand
ballroom to the furniture of the bedrooms, there was something majestic about the
hotel at the time.
On pages 31-34, you’ll see various parts of the hotel during the Art Deco era, including
the lobby and it’s beautiful murals, the barbershop, cafe, beauty salon, and the
presidential suite.
Though some of the Art Deco era’s jewels have been preserved, much of it - including
the murals - was lost during the renovation that would turn The New Yorker’s iconic
lobby into something that resembled a plastic dollhouse.
The author believes that these murals may still exist, buried deep under the walls
placed over it. Hopefully, we can rediscover and restore them someday.
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The presidential suite where New Yorker Hotel general manager Ralph Hitz resided.
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The New Yorker Hotel’s barbershop was the largest in the world at the time.
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“Protecto-Ray Bathrooms! .... they’re sealed with
Cellophane!” isn’t exactly a statement that sells
a room, but it was actually an innovation in
sanitation. After cleaning a room, housekeeping
would put cellophane over the toilet, roll in the
Protecto-Ray, and leave it on for about 15 minutes
while they cleaned the next room. The ProtectoRay used Ultraviolet Light technology to kill any
bacteria in the bathroom, and a variation of the
technology is still used in operating rooms today.
The Protecto-Ray was true to its name.
It was a ray that protected.
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The “T-I-G-E-R S-T-R-E-T-C-H,” a spelling that may confuse people into thinking
they need to pronounce every single letter in the name, was an innovative piece
of body-conditioning technology that was found in The New Yorker Hotel. The
machine had people stretching out like a tiger in order to get a full body workout.
You could turn your room into the jungle, for as low as 25 cents a day!
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“...and all I wanted was a bone...”
- Laddie the dog, 1941
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The Restaurants

When you travel around the country, each new city will contain so many new
restaurants and food options for you to try. So why does every hotel have restaurants,
and why do so many of us love to eat at them?
Some hotel restaurants are generic, quick, and easy, and those do have a place. But a
good hotel restaurant stands out. It’s different. It embodies the food of the city. And
most importantly, you forget for a time that you’re eating at the same place you’re
sleeping in. Having a fantastic dining experience without having to leave the hotel is
an iconic American experience.

The New Yorker Hotel featured four restaurants during this period: the Manhattan
Room, the Empire Tea Room, and the Coffee Shop. Details of these restaurants can be
found on the following page. Later, we’ll tell you about the Terrace Room restaurant, a
completely different kind of experience.
The New Yorker Hotel was a premier spot for food in New York City. They had world
famous in house restaurants, popular room service, and even catered for places like
LaGuardia Airport.
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The next two pages feature photos and real descriptions taken directly from the “Vertical Village”
brochure published in 1930 to promote the opening of The New Yorker Hotel.

The Manhattan Room is a delightfully informal restaurant, opening
off the main lobby, where the matchless quality of the food is
equalled only by the swift, unobtrusive service. Here, also, you find
that elusive modern note characteristic of The New Yorker. The
walls are built of Persian Walnut, inlaid with solid bronze, and the
windows, facing Thirty-fourth street, are notable for the exquisite
craftsmanship of their carved glass. Prices are reasonable with
club dinners at $1.50 to $2.00 and luncheons at 75 cents to $1.25.
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In the Empire Tea Room
there is all the grace and
charm of France under
the Napoleonic era which
inspired its green and gold
decorations. Bright-faced
girls in quaint French
provincial costumes serve
you breakfast, luncheon,
dinner or supper. Here
there is a soda fountain
and here, too, is The New
Yorker Candy Shop where
you will find New Yorker
Bonbonettes, the delicious
new French candies. Food
prices are reasonable breakfast 35 cents and up;
luncheon 75 cents; dinner
one dollar; supper a la carte.

Quick counter service is
provided for you in the Coffee
Shop, located in the lower
lobby It is open until nine
o'clock each night. Breakfast is
a la carte; luncheon is 60 cents
and dinner is 90 cents. In the
Coffee Shop the food is served
in all the delicious variety of
the other three restaurants,
for regardless of what you
payor in what restaurant you
dine at The New Yorker you
are assured of the same high
quality and wholesome flavor
The Coffee Shop has an
entrance to Eighth Avenue as
well as a lobby entrance.
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When The New Yorker Hotel opened, prohibition
laws were still in place in the United States. On
the left is a beverage tag attached to certain drinks
provided by the hotel, warning guests that it is
illegal to use the drink in an alcoholic beverage.
Above is “A Welcome to Beer” hosted by the N.Y.
Tobacco Table following the re-legalization of
brewing beer post prohibition in 1933. Brewers had
only been permitted to brew beer with 4.0% alcohol
by volume until the full repeal at the end of the year.
Alcohol would soon be provided everywhere at The
New Yorker Hotel. To the right is world famous
bartender Jose Cuervo serving up some drinks in the
hotel bar. No, he did not invent Jose Cuervo and no,
he probably isn’t serving Jose Cuervo either.
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Various liquor menus from
The New Yorker Hotel post
prohibition. On the right is a room
service drink menu and on the far
right is the cover of a wine list from
the hotel, featuring what appears
to be some frequently asked
questions.
We aren’t exactly sure what a “Boo
Snooker” is either.
On the following pages are various
menus from restaurants at the
hotel.
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Terrace Room
At the heart of The New Yorker Hotel was the Terrace Room, one of the premier places
to be for entertainment in New York City.
Compared to the nightlife that we usually enjoy today, the Terrace Room was a whole
different world. Guests would have dinner and drinks at the Terrace Room restaurant,
which was open all day and remained open until 2 in the morning.
They were also soothed by the sounds of one of the many different orchestra’s, usually
known as “Big Bands,” and got the pleasure of enjoying an ice show on the ice rink
located in the center of the restaurant.
For those keeping score at home: while it’s hard to find a restaurant with a piano
player these days, people at the Terrace Room not only got to enjoy fine dining with
a giant band playing for them, they got to watch an ice show while drinking merrily
amongst a big crowd.
There was drinking, dancing, and dining at the Terrace Room, but most importantly
there was air conditioning. Any indoor bar or restaurant these days wouldn’t survive
a night in the summer without AC, but it wasn’t the norm back in this era. AC was a
commodity that few places had. This just elevated the Terrace Room even further.
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Harriet Hilliard performing as the
vocalist for Ozzie Nelson in the
Terrace Room. She would marry
Nelson just a few months after,
and the duo would eventually
have an acting career starring in
“The Adventures of Ozzie and
Harriet,” the longest running live
action sitcom in television history.
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Big Bands

Believe it or not, there was a time when live music used to be performed only with
instruments. Before there were synthesizers and amplifiers and electric instruments or
even studio recorded music, it took a Big Band to fill up the room with music.
A Big Band is, well, exactly what it sounds like: it’s a band with a large amount of
musicians. Based in jazz and flourishing with swing, Big Bands were the premiere live
music experience from the 1920’s until the end of the 1940’s.
While a small jazz group or a simple piano player could entertain at a bar or a small
restaurant, a Big Band was needed to fill up larger venues with music. The sheer
amount of brass and drums and instruments could light up the place with dazzling
sounds.
The place for a Big Band to be in New York was the Terrace Room at The New Yorker
Hotel. Great atmosphere, elite clientele, and usually featured an ice show to back up
the tunes. Shows played at the Terrace Room were often broadcast around the globe
with some of these recordings still being used at The New Yorker today.
The Terrace Room featured a who’s who in Big Band leaders during the era. Names
like Benny Goodman, Bernie Cummins, Woody Herman, and many more featured
at The New Yorker during this era. The most notable name of the bunch would be

Frank Sinatra. Sinatra performed with Benny Goodman at The New Yorker in

November of 1943, and his photo can be seen on the cover of Down Beat Magazine on
page 61.
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The Ice Shows

Smack in the middle of the Terrace Room was an ice rink, where performers from
all around the city and even the world would come and perform with the backing
of an orchestra.
The ice rink was the centerpiece of the Terrace Room. Good restaurants were easy
to come by in New York City, Big Band performances weren’t uncommon, and ice
shows could be found around the city. But having the three together, in a venue
as intimate as the Terrace Room? That’s never been common.
A bar with an in house ice rink would be considered a novelty in modern times.
But in this era, it was a staple of the times. The Terrace Room ice shows were
home to some of the most memorable moments in the hotel’s history.
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Alice Farrar, one of the featured ice skaters of the Terrace Room.
Photographed by Morris Gordon, January 3, 1946
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“Sharlee Munster of The New
Yorker Hotel Ice Show feels
that a woman’s hat should
reflect both her personality and
her career. Perching her ice
skate on her head, she indicates
an embryo idea for a hat. It’s
pretty sharp.”
Acme, 1948
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Fold up brochure for the Terrace Room Ice Show at The New Yorker.
Above is the brochure completely folded, below is a half fold, and on
the next page it’s fully laid out. It is unclear if the irony of the sentence
“..the gay Ice Terrace, who’s floor leads a double life!” was intentional.
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Pictured on the left is Czech figure skater
Vera Hruba in the Terrace Room. During
the 1936 Winter Olympics, Adolf Hitler
was enamored with Hruba and asked
her to “skate for the swastika,” to which
Hruba responded that she’d “rather skate
on the swastika.” At the Terrace Room
in 1939, a German consulate ordered
her to stop dancing on the ice to the
Czechoslovakian National Polka, to which
she responded, and this is a direct quote,
“Mr. German Consul, not for one small
moment can you tell me what to do. You
my boss?? Ha, ha.” Apparently, people
actually spoke in 1939 like we text today,
even when defying Nazi leaders.
Hruba later changed her name to
Vera Ralston and pursued a career in
Hollywood. She would star in multiple
films with John Wayne. Despite the
impressive resume, her performances
were met with mixed reactions, including
a 1980 book nominating her for their
“Worst Actress of All Time” award.
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Celebrity Presence
If you wanted to party with the rich and famous of the era, all you had to do was
book a stay at The New Yorker Hotel. The hotel and the Terrace Room in particular
were constantly filled with high profile guests.
Hotel manager Ralph Hitz was well connected with the crowd. He was on a first
name basis with actors, musicians, politicians, and more, owning a collection of
personally autographed photos to prove it.
It’s easy today to dive deep into celebrity culture and see what these people are up
to in their everyday lives. But in the 1930’s, you only saw these people in motion
pictures and newspapers. You weren’t exposed to every one of them on a daily
basis. Seeing the amount of star power in the Terrace Room and being able to mingle
around with it was a rare experience for the average Joe in this era.
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The following four pages are filled with a collection of signed photographs from
Ralph Hitz’s personal collection. Above is actor Spencer Tracy, who currently holds
the record for most Best Actor nominations at the Academy Awards. On the next
page, actresses Janett McDonald and Gladys George can be seen at the top. While the
gentlemen on the bottom right tried to keep their identity hidden, we know them to
be members of the comedy group the Marx Brothers.
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Top left is actor Lionel Barrymore,
distant relative of actress Drew
Barrymore. Bottom left is actress
Ginger Rogers. Top right is the
infamous Joan Crawford, widely
considered one of the greatest
actresses of all-time.
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Left side is actor William Powell and
actress Mryna Loy. The duo starred
in 14 films together, most notably the
Thin Man series. Bottom right is child
star Freddie Bartholomew. Freddie did
not remain a child star forever, as he
eventually became an adult, but did
find success as a television producer
under the name Fred C. Bartholomew.
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Mickey & Ava Gardner on their
honeymoon at The New Yorker Hotel
in 1942. Their marriage was short-lived
and were divorced in 1943.
Bottom right is Artie Shaw and wife
Lana Turner talking to another guest.
Shaw and Turner were also divorced
quickly, being married in 1939 and
divorced in 1940.
Shaw had another brief marriage
before marrying Ava Gardner in 1945.
How long do you think that one lasted?
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The New Yorker Hotel hosted many baseball legends throughout its history.
Below is Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb, both members of the inaugural 1936 class of the
National Baseball Hall of Fame, meeting to discuss plans for the “All American
Boys Baseball Game,” which would be played at the Polo Grounds in 1945.
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First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt speaks at The New Yorker Hotel in 1939.
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The self-proclaimed “Kingfish,” former Louisiana Governor Huey Long was a
notorious politician during the 1930’s. Long was a rising politician who built
a passionate following thanks to his “Share our Wealth” movement, which
emphasized still relevant points such as free education and veteran support. Long
was a frequent guest of The New Yorker Hotel and even announced his presidential
campaign from the hotel. The campaign was ill-fated, as Long was assassinated
shortly after.
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Charlotte Muller, the “Queen of Wisconsin’s Dairy land,” gives a lesson on
milking with her cow, Elsie. Anybody checking into the hotel was greeted by
this event, as it took place in the middle of hotel’s lobby. Got milk? The New
Yorker sure did, freshly milked in the lobby.
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Seventeen year old Diane Henry, the “Duchess of the Fair,” rides her white mare
Noaha through the entrance of The New Yorker Hotel. The duo each spent the night
at the hotel before the Duchess County Fair. Other fair participants of both the
human and animal families also stayed at the hotel.
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Whene Farrell was selected out of 100 other women to be elected Queen of
National Doughnut Week 1945 and was crowned in a ceremony at The New
Yorker Hotel. Farrell traveled to different army camps and canteens during
her reign, giving dunking lessons to eager servicemen. Nowadays, dunking
is typically referenced in basketball, and models usually don’t associate
themselves with doughnuts.
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Below is Joseph Vance and 9 year-old Jackie Britt exiting The New Yorker Hotel,
accompanied by New York City detectives after police sent out a kidnapping alarm
for the boy. Both Vance and Britt were registered by name in their hotel room, as
Vance claimed that it was just a quick trip to the city and would return home to
Atlantic City in the morning. Vance really tried to stretch the idea of “hiding in
plain sight” here.
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LaGuardia &
The World’s Fair
LaGuardia Airport was ahead of its time. While today it may seem like a routine travel
stop for many, airplanes were an attraction when LaGuardia opened. Watching the
airplanes pass by soon became a spectacle for many.
This was a time when traveling to the airport didn’t seem like a daunting task and
before Jerry Seinfeld turned airplane travel into a joke.
The New Yorker Hotel played a huge role in the early years of the airport. They not
only provided easy access for travelers in need of a hotel in the city, but actually
owned and operated multiple restaurants at LaGuardia in addition to providing all the
in-flight meals for airplanes departing from the airport. The meals would be prepared
at the hotel and driven out to the airport before being served to passengers traveling
across the globe.
A vintage brochure and menu cover for the airport can be seen on the following page.
At the southern edge of LaGuardia Airport is Flushing Meadows Park, home of
the 1939 World’s Fair. This was the second most expensive world’s fair in history
and became a cultural phenomenon during and after its existence. The tunnel to
Penn Station below the hotel prompted The New Yorker to consider itself the “most
convenient hotel to the New York World’s Fair.” The fair took place between 1939 and
1940, with a brief reincarnation in the 1960’s.
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The Aviation Terrace Restaurant, located
at LaGuardia Airport, was a great place
to enjoy a quality meal while enjoying the
thrill of the planes on the runway.
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The New Yorker Hotel menus featuring promotional art
for the 1939 World’s Fair. Left is the Constitution Mall and
right is the Gas Industries Building and Court of Flame
Restaurant.
The Fair impacted pop culture in the years that followed,
being featured in The Twilight Zone and influenced a scene in
Captain America: The First Avenger, although its most notable
movie moment is the fairgrounds and remnants from the
1964 World’s Fair featured in Men in Black.
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World War II
To understand the significance of The New Yorker Hotel during the Second World
War, we must consider the times.
The principle mode for long trips over land was by rail, and travel over water was
by steamship. The hotel is a block from Pennsylvania Station, the main rail hub for
all trains coming from the South and West and a few blocks from the passenger piers
that still exist. Troops embarking to the European Theater would have to walk past
The New Yorker on the way from their train to the troop transport ship.
GI farm boys like the writer’s own father who stayed here came mostly from middle
America and had never seen buildings of this size and height nor slept in a “fancy”
hotel with crisp sheets and, a radio in every room or elevators that traveled at 700
feet per second!
Oh yes, don’t forget the Big Bands playing in the Terrace Room. It was the bees knees
and the cat’s meows where the riffraff could cut a rug with the big shots. Quite a few
of the Big Band performances in the Terrace Room were recorded for broadcast to
deployed Allied Forces over the Armed Forces Network.
The author’s father is that he was so upset by the outrageous price of $3.50 per night
that he ran the hot water all-night-long so the hotel couldn’t make any money on
him.
The accompanying photos show that these GI’s stay at The New Yorker Hotel made
such an impression on them that they named their Bunker in the Arden or the US
Army Air Corps Barracks in Lambourn, England “The New Yorker Hotel.” You
could see a few more photos of this on the following page.
Finally we must lower our heads and put our hand over our hearts and consider that
for many brave American troops this was the last time that they slept in a real bed
and enjoyed all the blessings that they laid down their lives for.
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“Ladies and gentleman, your attention please. This is the radio control room of The
Hotel New Yorker. Bob Russell, speaking. The commanding general of the second
core area has issued strict instructions that dim out must be maintained every night,
beginning one half-hour after sunset, so that the glow of New York lights will not
make it easy for German submarines to sink our ships. I know that you will be
only too glad to cooperate. Please, pull down your Venetian blinds with the inner
edges of the slats pointing upwards and leave them that way until you are ready to
retire. Thank you very much, and we now return you to your choice of broadcasting
stations.”
This was the first of a series of announcements that would play throughout the night
at The New Yorker Hotel during the war. The announcements get more dire and
threatening throughout the night, eventually culminating with a final accusation.
“Ladies and gentlemen, your attention please. This is the radio control room of The
Hotel New Yorker. Bob Russell, speaking. We have been informed that somebody
here in The Hotel New Yorker is not cooperating in the dim out required by army
regulations in all coastal cities. Whoever you are, may I ask you a question? Do
you want to help enemy submarines sink our ships? Do you realize that the glow
of the lights in the sky silhouettes ships, and makes them an easy mark for deadly
torpedoes? I am sure no good American wants to help the enemy. Please pull down
your Venetian blinds immediately, with the inner edges of the slats pointing upwards.
Our radio programs for tomorrow will begin at 7 o’clock in the morning and will
continue throughout the day until midnight. Now ladies and gentlemen on behalf of
the entire staff of The Hotel New Yorker, we bid you a most pleasant, goodnight.”
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On the following page are examples of menu covers for New Yorker Hotel
restaurants during the WWII era. The US has arguably never been more patriotic and
images like this really show what it was like at that time on the mainland.
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Various military events hosted at The New Yorker Hotel include a ship
dance, a New Year’s party hosted by the Army Medical Purchasing Office,
and a three year reunion for the 45th infantry division following the war.
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On the left are people attending the Grand Convention of the Gold Star
Mothers at The New Yorker Hotel. The Gold Star Mothers represent those who
lost a son or daughter during wartime. Above is Gertrude Kram, the first Gold
Star Mother of World War II. Her mother was also a Gold Star Mother.
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Yes, that’s real: J. Edgar Hoover was actually on
a piece of advertising for The New Yorker Hotel during
the war. Hoover, along with the likes of congressman Will
Rogers Jr, actress/playwright Ilka Chase, and sports writing
pioneer Grantland Rice urged travelers to make their
reservations at The New Yorker well in advance, and to
cancel if they know they can’t make it. I wouldn’t expect to
see the FBI director on an ad for a NYC hotel anytime soon.
Following the war, The New Yorker welcomed back their
veterans with a series of ads showing who’s returned to the
hotel.
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Without the benefit of the internet or even the nightly news, following what was
happening around the world during World War II was a tough task. On the left
is a map of the lands held by each alliance, distributed by The New Yorker Hotel.
Above is a deck of playing cards supporting the troops. On the following page
is a list of New Yorker Hotel employees deployed in the war at the time of this
particular holiday party, for which the brochure was made.
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On the left is Ralph Hitz’s son with the hotel generator,
also seen in the top right. Below is the power generator.
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Technological
Achievement
The New Yorker Hotel was famous for being ahead of the curve technologically from
the moment the hotel was built.
Rather than outsource power from a third party, The New Yorker had a power plant
built into its basement. Four steam engines powered by a massive diesel engine were
used to power the hotel. The plant had enough juice to power three times what it
took to keep the lights on in The New Yorker. It was built with the expectation that
nearby buildings would pay the hotel to supply them power. A monstrous 60 foot
switchboard controlled each of these engines.
What made the hotel’s power system so impressive was its dependency on
cogeneration. The steam engines produced a large amount of high pressure steams.
While most steam engine powered machines just dispose of the steam, this plant
would absorb the steam and repurpose it into preheating hot water and heating
radiators. This allowed the hotel to perform at three times the efficiency it normally
would.
The engines powered their hotel until the end of their service life in the late 1960’s, and
at that point steam technology from Con Edison had become much more efficient. The
plant was retired and still remains in the depths of The New Yorker today.
Below is a milestone award given to The New Yorker Hotel for the power plant in
2008.
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An early feat of technological achievement can be seen above with the hotel’s
switchboard, which was the largest in the world at the time. Ninety-five operators
controlled the boards that were responsible for 3,200 phones.
Left is an excerpt from a 1930 issue of Popular Science Monthly, showing a cutaway
of The New Yorker Hotel’s features just shortly after the hotel opened. The bank,
Penn Station tunnel, and boiler systems can all be seen.
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Advancements
Somewhere in between a time when dinosaurs roamed and present day, there was a
period of time where people actually didn’t have televisions! In these ancient times,
many hotels didn’t have anything in rooms to keep guests occupied, but that wasn’t
the case at The New Yorker Hotel.
A $250,000 radio system gave guests entertainment and diversion in their rooms.
They had access to four different programs thanks to 25 miles of wire carrying them
to the 2,500 speakers in various rooms. But as the years went on, radio began to be
surpassed in popularity and demand by the television, and any modern moving
people realized the coming change.
The New Yorker Hotel once again made a technological advancement by becoming
the first hotel to install televisions in guest rooms and suites. In 1948, more than 200
rooms were wired with televisions, with the sets being operated by a control room
on the 41st floor. The room controlled the channels and provided a “perfect” picture,
while the guest could control the sound.
The New Yorker Hotel was known for great achievements with technology, and this
event was another accolade on their resume. Little did they know that just 70 years
later, people would have telephones with the same screen size in their pockets.
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Tesla Moves In
Despite all the musicians and politicians and doughnut queens who
have come through the doors of the New Yorker Hotel over the years,
the most fascinating guest was actually a resident and he stayed for 10
years.
Nikola Tesla, the Serbian-born electrical pioneer, lived in rooms 3327
and 3328 of The New Yorker Hotel from 1933 to until his passing on
January 7th, 1943.
In his prime Tesla was perhaps more famous than Henry Ford or
Thomas Edison. He hosted astonishing demonstrations of a highvoltage apparatus known as Tesla Coils with many of the attendees
leaving in terror. Tesla was certainly one of the more idiosyncratic
guests ever to stay at The New Yorker Hotel. He required that
everything he dealt with be in numbers divisible by three, whether it
was napkins, towels or slices of bread.
Even his room number 3327 had significance, three to the third power being twenty-seven.

Tesla sits next to his coils in Colorado Springs, 1899
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Tesla invented the system of AC power that we use today, including the AC
generator, AC motor, and the method of transmission of power. The great
hydroelectric power plant at Niagara Falls was one of Tesla’s most famous projects
and the largest AC power plant at the time of its construction.
Tesla first came to America to present Thomas Edison with what he believed was an
improved version of Edison’s DC power system. When Edison rejected Tesla’s AC
system, he then began to shop the idea and eventually had a fateful meeting with
George Westinghouse. Westinghouse purchased the rights to Tesla’s AC plans and
eventually prevailed over Edison’s DC system in what was known as the “The War of
The Currents.”
Years after Tesla left Westinghouse and eventually went broke, Westinghouse helped
him move into The New Yorker, paying his rent and an additional $125 monthly
allowance. Original documents regarding Tesla’s allowance can be seen on the
following pages.
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President Boris Tadić of Serbia (left) and President Stjepan Mesić of Croatia (right),
both sitting heads of state, shake hands in front of the Tesla Plaque prior to attending
a press conference in the Sky Lounge at The New Yorker Hotel on September 21, 2006.
The plaque in full can be seen on the next page.
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During Tesla’s final ten years living at The New Yorker Hotel, he lived in relative
obscurity with little means. He spent time every day in Bryant Park in the company of
his beloved pigeons and was said to feed pigeons from the windows of his room.
Upon his passing, the US government’s Alien Property Custodian office took
immediate possession of his papers and property, despite his US citizenship. His
papers were declared “Top Secret” and their contents remain a mystery until this day.
The New Yorker is unique in Tesla History because the location is intact much as
it was when Tesla lived here. Tesla lived here 10 years, longer than any other place
except the home in his birth place of Smiljin. We believe that Tesla chose to live here
because at that time The New Yorker Hotel was one of the most technologically
advanced buildings in the world, and it is very likely that Tesla often visited The
New Yorker’s giant power plant 70 feet below ground which has been designated a
milestone in engineering by the IEEE.
Many guests from around the world request room 3327, hoping they may feel a spark
of Tesla’s presence during their stay.
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The Sign
The letters hanging high above The New Yorker
have become synonymous with this hotel. What’s
surprising is that despite all the rich history this
era brought us, the sign wasn’t erected until right
before the Novolescense renovation near the end
of the 1940’s.
Consider the sign as the cherry on top and the
history that came before it as the whole cake. The
hotel was an iconic part of New York City and the
sign brought it full circle, giving The New Yorker
Hotel a place in the city skyline forever.
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TIMELINE

1948-1950: A two year $2 million renovation advertised as “NOVOLESCENCE” occurrs at the rate of
20 rooms per five-day week. This Novolescence renovation also takes place at six other properties in
the National Hotel Management Co.
1951: The New Yorker Hotel president Frank L. Andrews appoints Gene Voit as general manager of
the hotel.
1953: The Hilton Corporation purchases The New Yorker Hotel for $12.5 million, just over half of the
original investment in 1929.
1956: Hilton sells The New Yorker to Joseph Massaglia Jr. for $20 million due to an anti-trust suit by
the federal government. Charles W. Cole is appointed as General Manager.
1958: Window air conditioners are installed in 435 rooms from the 9th to the 14th floor at a cost of
about $220,000.00.
1958: From late 1958 to early 1959 Con Ed electrical transformers are installed in some of the old coal
bins under the 35th street sidewalk. A new AC power room is also installed.
1959: Joseph Massiglia sells The New Yorker Hotel to New Yorker Towers Ltd, a syndicate headed
by Alexander Gross realty investor and hotel operator, and Charles W. Cole, the former general
manager.
1963: Fred A. Roozen is named vice president and general manager of The New Yorker Hotel,
Alexander Gross is president of The New Yorker Towers Ltd.
1966: On May 13th, New Yorker Towers Ltd files for bankruptcy. The total indebtedness is about
$21.5 million including seven mortgages on the property. Alexander Gross is replaced as chief
executive by Stephen Mandel, VP.
1966: Between April 1966 and December 1967, The New Yorker is run by court-appointed receivers.
1967: The Historic Power Plant reaches the end of its service life and is shut down. In December 1967,
Hilton, still holding a $5.1 million second mortgage on the property, begins foreclosure proceedings
and buys the hotel at auction for $5.6 million and assumes various debts including $4 million owed
on the first mortgage to the Equitable Ufe Insurance Company.
1972: On April 19th, Hilton closes The New Yorker Hotel. The building is sold in late 1971 for about
$13.5 million to the French and Polyclinic Medical School and Health Center, which expects to
complete conversion and open the building as a 749 bed hospital by late 1974. The entire conversion
project is projected to cost $35 million.
1973: Stanley Salmen, the President of the French and Polyclinic Medical School and Health Center
resigns due to imminent bankruptcy largely caused by the purchase of The New Yorker Hotel
building. Ownership of the property reverts back to the Hilton Corporation.
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Part
Two
1950s - 1970s
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Novolescence
New Yorker President Frank L. Andrews was a visionary. He wanted to keep
The New Yorker as technologically modern as possible. He brought in the “most
televisions under one roof” and even brought in air conditioning to every room, and
the hotel benefited greatly.
But all great visionaries make mistakes. Steve Jobs had to be fired from Apple before
he could invent the iPod. For Andrews, his failure was Novelescence.
Between 1948 and 1950, a $2,000,000 renovation advertised as “NOVOLESCENCE”
occurred at the rate of 20 rooms per week. To modernize the hotel, the classic and
stunning art deco style interior was covered or replaced by the plastic, aluminum and
polyester of the 1950s.
One of the greatest losses was the dissapearence of 26 murals by the noted artist Louis
Jambor, located on the walls of the second floor ball room’s foyer and mezzanine.
These murals can be seen as the background of black-and-white photos of events in
the ‘30s and ‘40s. As of 2017, nobody knows whether they were removed or covered.
The murals, and the rest of the Art Deco style the hotel had during this time, gave it
character and meaning. The murals were iconic. You can tell The New Yorker was
something special at this time just by looking at photos of the lobby. It had a feel that
was unmatched by other places in the city.
After Novolescense, The New Yorker Hotel was just another place. It was drowned by
the times.
The Novolescense renovation was done before people realized that this city had
architectural feats that were famous and historic to people all around the world. It
took the demolition of the original Pennsylvania Station in 1963 for the New York
City Preservationists movement to emerge. People quickly realized that the classic art
deco and Beaux-Arts architecture of the great buildings built in Manhattan in the early
twentieth century needed to be saved, and began to protect places such as the Empire
State Building and Grand Central Station.
Everything that happened to The New Yorker after Novolescense may have been
karma for ruining the hotel. This era was filled with ownership changes and multiple
bankruptcies, and the fate of The New Yorker by the end of the 1960’s was unknown.
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On the left are side by side comparisons of the grand ballroom, the lobby, and
the presidential suite before and after Novolescence. The most disturbing of the
changes has to be the lobby. The elegance and mystique of the murals which
covered the lobby was replaced with the generic, plastic covered, 50’s style lobby
in that photo. If you were to walk into both of those rooms today, one would feel
like walking into a time machine and stepping out into a place you never thought
you’d see, and the other feels like you entered a regional airport that doesn’t feel
the need to update their lobby because they serve 15 customers per day.
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Manharttan Room

Above is the newly renovated Manhattan Room. One of the few positives of the
Novelescence renovation was the new murals placed on these walls, which can
be seen on the top right. Unlike the original art deco murals, The New Yorker is
in possession of most of these. The murals were created by Aldo Lazzarini and
depict “America’s Lodestone.”
Lodestone means “something that strongly attracts.” I guess Aldo wasn’t too
humble about his work.
On the next page are renovations made to the Terrace Room.
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Along with the Terrace
Room, the Golden
Thread Cafe, Coffee
House, and Lamp
Post Corner were the
restaurants at The New
Yorker during this
period. Golden Thread
can be seen on the
left, Coffee House at
the bottom and Lamp
Post can be seen on the
following page.
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Above is a brochure for The New Yorker around the time of the second
World’s Fair, including the final known photo of the entrance to the Penn
Station tunnel before its closing, and an updated look at the lobby during
this period.
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Muhammad Ali
at The New Yorker
Excerpt from “When The Mountain Came to Muhammad” by Hugh McIlvanney

In the middle of Tuesday afternoon the lobby of The New Yorker Hotel in Manhattan was
so crowded that people who wanted to stay on the ground floor were riding in elevators to
take a rest from the jostling. One man tried to reduce the crush by elbowing his way through
the bodies shouting warnings. “You’re creating a fire hazard,” he yelled. “Get back! You’ll
have to move back. Somebody could get killed here.” No one moved and he turned away
hopelessly. “All this,” he said, “for a beaten fighter.”
A few minutes later the door of one of the express elevators opened and the beaten fighter
stepped out and attempted to make his way to the street within a straining ring of his
black friends and attendants. He was taller than almost anyone else in the lobby, so that his
disembodied face rode above the swaying crowd, composed and detached, the lips pursed
in a patient expression. He remained undisturbed, signing the pieces of paper that were
pushed at him, when his protectors had to give up on their first effort to force him through
the main doors. The pressure eased when at last he reached the pavement. Most of the mob
fell in behind him, scurrying to compensate for the length of his stride. There were at least
200 people with him when he turned out of 8th Avenue into the hard wind of 34th Street on
his way to the basement garage of the hotel. A tiny black boy, thin as a stick, was held high
in his mother’s arms for a glimpse.
“Hey Muhammad, hey Muhammad,” he called. Then in desperation: “Hey Cassius Clay.’
Ali’s eyes rolled round slowly in mock rebuke. It took long minutes for the police and his
friends to extricate him sufficiently to squeeze him into a black cadillac. “Oh Jennifer,” an
attractive black girl said to her white friend as the car door closed. “I saw him. I saw him.”
The white girl laughed. “I touched him.” she said.
“Muhammad, you’re beautiful,” a young white man shouted from the fringe. “You’ll be
back. You’re coming back.” Ali turned towards him and winked above the hard ball of
swelling on his right cheek. As the car edged out and swung tentatively across to the other
side of the street, someone muttered that after all Frazier had won the fight. A big man
with red hair and a brown outdoor face spun round on the voice. “He won’t win next time.
Believe me. Frazier won’t win next time.”
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Newspaper stories which gave the impression that he was ranting about having
been robbed were ridiculous distortions. During an hour and a half in his hotel
suite on the twenty-fifth floor of The New Yorker Hotel on Tuesday I heard him
correct several interviewers who called him “champ”. “I ain’t the champ,” he said
quietly. “Joe’s the champ, I call him champ now, not before but I do now. I ain’t
protestin’. He’s a good, tough fighter. Not a great boxer but great at his own thing.
He puts pressure on you all night, cuts off the ring, and he’s the best hitter I ever
met. I always thought of him as a nice fella. What I said before, that was to do with
the fight. Just the fight. I got to know him pretty good from travelling up from
Philadelphia before he fought Jimmy Ellis. I was low on money that day and he
loaned me a hundred dollars. He’s a nice man with a family, just another brother
workin’ to make a living.”
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Rose Parks and Coretta Scott King attend a meeting for the National Association of
Negro Business Meeting.
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Right is Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Jr
supporting Averell
Harriman on the
campaign trail in 1954.
Harriman would later
become Governor of
New York.
Below is Robert. F
Kennedy campaigning
for a seat in the US
Senate.

On the next page at the top is Mickey
Mantle and Willie Mays during a photo
shoot for Esquire Magazine. “You sure
you know how to hold one of these
things?” Mays asked Mantle when they
picked up the gloves. “Man, some people
said I couldn’t carry your glove. Now
I see why. It’s so damn big.” Mantle
responded.
Below is Joe DiMaggio and Frank
Robinson at The New Yorker Hotel
Sports Fair in 1967.
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Kenyan Exchange
On September 11, 1959, 81 Kenyan exchange students set to pursue higher education
in the United States held a press conference at The New Yorker to talk about their
journey. We don’t have any photos of this event. You’re probably thinking that this
sounds incredibly insignificant and probably doesn’t belong in the book, right?
It’s actually one of the more fascinating stories to come across our desk.
The previous year, the students raised money to fund a trip to New York City thanks
to fundraising at home and some help from baseball and civil rights icon Jackie
Robinson. The students managed to successfully fly into Idlewild Airport and lined
up 243 scholarships for the following year.
The U.S. State Department refused to help provide airfare for the trip. The following
year when it was time to send the kids to school, they refused again.
Desperate to get the kids abroad, Kenyan Nationalist Tom Mboya asked a young U.S.
Senator for help - John Fitzgerald Kennedy, who had just received the Democratic
nomination for the Presidency. Kennedy funded the airfare through his family’s
foundation but chose to keep the donation private.
When the Republican nominee Richard Nixon received word of the donation, he
attempted to frame JFK of “bidding” for the African-American vote with this move.
Kennedy denounced Nixon’s smear campaign. Nixon lost the election. Idlewild
Airport would later be renamed John F. Kennedy International Airport.
Most of the names of these 81 students have been lost, but one has been confirmed:
Barack Obama Sr.
Years later, Senator Hillary Clinton, a candidate for the Democratic nomination,
would watch Super Tuesday from the third floor of The New Yorker Hotel. She
would go on to lose the primary to Barack Obama II.
This wouldn’t be the last time Clinton would be involved with a historic event at The
New Yorker.
Source: Michael Daly, New York Daily News
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Workers letter and illustrate the construction inclosure for the Lamp Post Corner
by hand. The man on the ladder enjoys his pipe while the man below is just trying
to keep his suit clean. The Manufacturer’s Trust Company clock can be seen near
the top of the photo.
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Ownershift
In December of 1953, the Hilton Corporation purchased The New Yorker Hotel for
$12.5 million, just over half of the original investment in 1929. It was unfortunate that
the hotel had to be sold, but solace could be found in the fact that it was purchased
by Hilton. Hilton is one of the world’s premier hotel brands and would surely know
how to get the most out of The New Yorker. The hotel would be fine under their
ownership...
...until they didn’t own it anymore. Pressed with an anti-trust suit by the federal
government, Hilton sold The New Yorker to Joseph Massaglia Jr. for $20 million just
over two years later in 1956. Very little information on Massaglia hotels can be found
online.
Like Hilton, Massaglia’s ownership didn’t last long. He sold the hotel in 1959 to New
York Towers LTD, a syndicate headed by Alexander Gross, a realty investor, and
Charles W. Cole, the general manager of The New Yorker under Massaglia.
The sale marked the impending doom of The New Yorker. Business did not profit
under the leadership of New Yorker Towers and the company filed for bankruptcy in
1966. They were in debt $21.5 million which included seven mortgages on The New
Yorker.
For over a year during the bankruptcy period, the hotel was run by court appointed
officials. Hilton, still holding a $5 million second mortgage on the property, purchased
the hotel at an auction and assumed its various debts. They would remain in control of
The New Yorker until 1972.
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Above is a postcard for The New Yorker Hotel, in the style of Hilton postcards during the
period.
Left are remnants from the Massaglia era, including notepad, lighter, soap cover, and ash
tray, which includes the locations of hotels owned by Massaglia at the time.
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Closing &
Uncertainty
On April 19, 1972, Hilton closed The New Yorker Hotel. The building was sold in
late 1971 for about $13.5 million to the French and Polyclinic Medical School and
Health Center. They had a $35 million plan to fully convert and reopen the building
as a 749 bed hospital by late 1974. The majority of its beds were to be used for
acute care patients. Two problems that stalled the project were difficulty in getting
approval of the plans from the State Health department and securing a mortgage
commitment from the State Housing Finance Agency. Basically, they didn’t have the
money or permits.
Without enough money or proper permits, things went about as well as you’d expect
them to. In 1973, French and Polyclinic Medical president Stanley Salmen resigned
due to impending bankruptcy, largely due to purchasing The New Yorker. Ever
buy something that you couldn’t really afford and either get declined immediately
or have to return it shortly after? Imagine doing that with a multi-million dollar
building. Ownership of the hotel once again reverted back into the hands of Hilton.
In 1974, French and Polyclinic Medical, along with the city’s Department of
Relocation, endorsed a plan to house Manhattan’s temporarily homeless in the
former New Yorker Hotel. The plan would have helped house as many as 500
families, but was apparently dropped due to opposition by the community.
The New Yorker entered 1975 with little hope for the future and by early 1976 only
a skeleton crew remained, led by chief engineer Larry McLaughlin. The New Yorker
and the surrounding neighborhood, known as “Hell’s Kitchen” was at its lowest
point. Ladies of the evening leaned against its striking Art-Deco bronze work. The
building was losing money every day with little chance of succeeding as a hotel or a
hospital.
On the left is an ambitious proposal for an addition onto The New Yorker,
featuring dual spires and making it the world’s largest hotel. Instead of this, we
got Novolescence, a renovation that quickly became irrelevant and has faded into
oblivion. In 1975, The New Yorker Hotel was in danger of going the same way.
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TIMELINE
1976: On May 5, The New Yorker Hotel is purchased by The Holy Spirit Association for the
Unification of World Christianity, better known as the Unification Church, for $5.6. Estimated
restoration costs to bring the building up to code are $20 million. The New Yorker Hotel is re-named
“The World Mission Center” and becomes a residence for church members and the location of most
church offices and activities in the area, with many church members working on the building.
1979: Lobby and event spaces on the first four floors are renovated in a Faux Victorian style.
1982: On July 1 over 2,000 couples are married in Madison Square Garden. Quite a few of these
couples took up residence in The New Yorker. Once these couples moved out and rent decreased, the
Church began to realize revenue is needed to survive. Rob Schwartz and Steve Honey bring the idea
of the renaissance of The New Yorker Hotel to Rev Moon’s oldest son Hyo-Jin (Steven) Moon.
1994: The New Yorker Hotel Management Company is founded as a for profit company wholly
owned by the Unification Church with about 150 rooms going for $45.00 per night. Mark Wilenchik is
named the Managing Director and Barry Mann the General manager.
1995: The New Yorker elevator modernization project begins as part of the continued renovation.
1998 On Friday Feb 13, 1998, The New Yorker’s new boiler plant goes on-line, permitting the
elimination of Con-Ed Steam and Electricity for heating and hot water.
2000: Mark Wilenchick passes away suddenly on November 21 and is succeeded by Kevin Smith.
2001: The 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center halt most tourism to New York City.
2002: All 21 elevator cars are completely modernized and the hotel is up to 944 renovated rooms.
2006-08: In January 2006 The New Yorker Hotel embarked on the largest renovation in its history
which successfully completed in the fourth quarter of 2008.
2009: On June 30 Kevin Smith is succeeded as General Manager by Sylvia Lima.
2012: On December 27, Sylvia Lima becomes the Asset Manager and Ann Peterson becomes the
President and General Manager.

Part
Three
1970s - Present
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Renovation and
Return
The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity, better known
as the Unification Church, purchased the building in May 1976 for $56 million. It was
estimated that basic restoration, repairs and upgrades to bring the building up to code
would cost $20 million.
At first, the Unification Church had no desire to reopen the hotel. They swiftly
renamed it “The World Mission Center.” The building began being used as a residence
for church members, offices for officials, and a destination for church activities in the
area.
The building was steadily renewed and restored over the next 18 years. After a
while, the Unification Church realized that the current state of the building was not
financially sustainable, and something needed to be done to turn a profit. Luckily,
somebody remembered that this place used to be one of the most successful and
historic hotels in New York City!
On June 1, 1994, The New Yorker Hotel Management Company was founded as a for
profit company wholly owned by the Unification Church with about 150 rooms going
for $45.00 per night. The top floors were immediately rentable and in a boot-strap
method revenues were used to renovate more rooms. The hotel continued to renovate
more and more rooms and was constantly increasing their maximum capacity.
In a continued effort to improve the hotel, the modernization of the hotel’s elevators
began in 1995. By 2002, all 21 elevator cars were completely modernized and the hotel
was up to 944 renovated rooms.
The New Yorker also returned to its roots in 1998 by installing a new boiler plant in the
same basement that housed the original power plant. The addition has saved the hotel
millions of dollars over the years.
On the left are photos of the Grand Ballroom and the newly opened lobby. It wasn’t
perfect, but it certainly looked better than the plastic wonderland of the Novolescence
era.
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Various photos from the restoration and repair of
The New Yorker Hotel under the Unification Church.
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Left are photos from a suite. Above is the
Grand Ballroom and to the right is the Crystal
Ballroom. Below is the cafe that was once
located near the top of the hotel.
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9/11
On September 11, 2001, New York City was devastated by an attack on the World
Trade Center. The photos on the left were taken by guests at the time.
In the immediate foreground was the CNN headquarters at the time. The cameras
broadcasting the footage of the event to the world could be seen from the hotel.
Tourism took a nose dive in the coming months, exacerbating low occupancy problems
the hotel was already dealing with before the tragedy. Despite this, The New Yorker
gave away roughly 10,000 free rooms to volunteers from across the globe to help repair
a broken community.
The hotel received many awards for their support, including an “honorary chief”
helmet from the Chicago Fire Department, signed by many of the fighters.
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Political
Headquarters
The New Yorker Hotel has always been a hotbed for
political activity.
Huey Long announced his presidential campaign at The
New Yorker. First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt visited and
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Jr held campaign events at
the hotel. Robert F. Kennedy campaigned for senator at
The New Yorker.
The rich history of politicians visiting The New Yorker
has been a big part of the book so far. The political
activity took a halt when the hotel closed. But since the
reopening, politicians and political events have returned
to The New Yorker in a big way.
These events have since added to the rich history of
happenings at The New Yorker, and have come from
both sides of the aisle.
On the right is former President Jimmy Carter at the
hotel in 2016. He was the oldest living president at the
time of his visit, and stayed two nights.
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During the 2004 Republican National Convention at Madison Square Garden, CNN
took over the Tick Tock Diner and turned it into the CNN Diner. CNN broadcasted
live from inside the diner every day during the event, even stationing camera men on
The New Yorker marquee to film the exterior. The hotel itself hosted various events
for the convention, including photos taken of every state’s delegates.
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Presidential
Candidate’s
Concession Speech
November 9th, 2016: At 4:30 am, just hours after the polls closed on Election Day, a
member of The New Yorker security team answered a phone call. What was expected
to be just another routine phone call ended up setting in motion one of the most
intense couple of hours in the hotel’s history.
The call was from Ari Krupkin, a campaign manager for Hillary Clinton. The Clinton
Campaign was looking for venues to host Hillary’s concession speech and other
properties that were approached were unable to do it in such a short amount of time.
Security then called management and The New Yorker began planning for a historic
moment with just hours to prepare.
The New Yorker mobilized everything and everyone they could to make this happen.
Every public space on the second floor was used. The Senior Projects Manager was
helping run cables to satellite trucks with the technicians.
Once the stage was set, members of the media and the most dedicated members of
Clinton’s campaign gathered for the standing room only event in the historic Grand
Ballroom.
At 11:40 am, just seven hours after the call was made to the hotel, Hillary Clinton took
the stage to officially concede defeat in the 2016 Presidential Election.
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Above, members of the media prepare for the event.
Below, Vice Presidential nominee Tim Kaine and his wife give the introduction.
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Presidantial nominee Hillary Clinton, surrounded by her family including
former President Bill Clinton, as she presents her Concession speech.
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Return to Roots
The New Yorker decided it was time for a facelift in 2006. The renovations made when the hotel
reopened put the building on the right track, but weren’t good enough to fully return The New
Yorker to all its former glory. They needed an upgrade in both the technical and physical aspects.
Thus began a massive three year renovation that would be the largest in the hotels history.
New mechanical systems were installed. 2,500 window AC units were recycled and 3,500 steam
radiators were deactivated. Replacing them was a four pipe heating and cooling system, allowing
guests to use either the heat or the air at any point in the year. Five miles of pipe was used in the
new system and it was so efficient that the hotel received a rebate check from Con-Ed for $753,000.
Additionally, modern HVAC and fire safety systems were upgraded to code.
The hotel remained open every single day during the renovations.
Updating the look of The New Yorker was another problem. Style moves quick these days, and
the feel the hotel upgraded to in 1994 was already dated. The hotel needed a fix that would keep it
relevant for years to come.
What better way to do that than return to The New Yorker’s Art Deco heritage?
1,000 guest rooms, the lobby, the Grand Ballroom, and every other nook and cranny in The New
Yorker were updated to resemble the past. Even the new logo returned in parts of the hotel, as seen
on the left. For the first time in a long time, The New Yorker looked like a place that deserved to
have its name high in the sky.
“Sometimes, you gotta go back, to actually move forward.”
- Matthew McConaughey, Lincoln Commercial, 2014
Below is a new mural purchased by The New Yorker, which can be seen in the lobby.
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Parts for the chiller room were trucked through Manhattan to get them into
The New Yorker.
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Construction in between the chandeliers and the roof of the lobby. The
lobby never closed during the renovation.
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Photos of The New Yorker’s updated boiler room.
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Above are vintage Otis Hoist Machines, the original machines that powered the hotel
elevators. No machine has surpassed these in quality and reliability, and they are still
in use today. Sometimes, they really don’t make them like the used to.
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Working with a view. Some
would say it’s breathtaking, and
others would say it’s terrifying.

The remnants of the Art
Deco era as well as the wall
air conditioners can be seen
on the sides of The New
Yorker on the left.

Construction on the hotel’s
chiller towers on the roof. Look
for the progression of these
towers in photos of The New
Yorker sign later in the book.
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Double bedroom, lobby, and marquee of The New Yorker before and
after the 2006 renovation.
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The updated Grand Ballroom added aspects of the Art Deco style while retaining
much of the Faux Victorian style from the 1994 renovation.
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Skyline
Makeover

With the hotel starting to return to its former glory, people would once again look to
the sign as a symbol of the hotels greatness... except the sign was not in great shape. A
little wear and tear is natural for something sitting high in the sky for nearly 60 years.
A rusty old sign was not the way to recognize The New Yorker in New York City’s
skyline.
Giving the sign a modern makeover was the icing on the cake for the 2006 renovation.
The dated neon lights were replaced fully with what we believe to be the largest LED
letters on the planet.
What better way to reestablish your greatness then by plastering your name in giant
letters in the skyline of the greatest city in the world!
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On the top left is the interior of the letters, wired with lighting. You can see the
difference between the old and the new letters in the top right. On the bottom row,
workers are pulling up the pieces of the letters and putting them into place.
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Progression of the sign from old to new, with a full night shot on the right.
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The New Yorker
Today
191
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The Tick Tock diner carries on a historic tradition of dining as it’s in the same
location that used to house the Manhattan Room and Lamp Post Corner on the
corner of 34th street. Tick Tock offers meals around the clock with 24/7 dining
service. They have a traditional selection for a diner, which as anyone who’s ever
been to a diner would know that it means they have everything.
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The Trattoria Bianca serves traditional Italian fare on the corner of 35th street.
New restaurants are expected to be established in the coming years.
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The New Yorker’s Sky Lounge, located on the 39th floor, offers one of the best
views in Manhattan. On the right is one of the views from the hotel.
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The old Manufacturers Trust Bank has been completely
renovated and will soon open up as a steakhouse and
bar inside The New Yorker. Guests will even be able to
eat inside of the bank vault.
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The New Yorker Hotel
Today & Tomorrow
Today The New Yorker Hotel is the last great Art Deco hotel in Manhattan and is
situated in the most dynamic new development in the city, Hudson Yards. Over $25
billion is budgeted for two new train tunnels under the Hudson, nineteen million
square feet of new construction, and the transformation of the Foley Post Office to a
new larger Penn Station that recalls the grandeur of the original.
The New Yorker is also returning closer to its original Art Deco roots. Standing
tall next to the Empire State Building, these two classical Art Deco treasures stand
together in the center in the greatest development of the city’s modern age.
The future of The New Yorker Hotel lies in mastering and incorporating the
technology of the modern age while acknowledging and embracing its past.
I hope this volume helps it move toward that goal.

About the Author:
Joe Kinney is a 21 year employee of The New
Yorker Hotel, holding different titles including
Chief Engineer, Director of Property Operations,
Senior Project Engineer, Historian, and several other
monikers which are unprintable.
Joe is a native of Tennessee and his mom is also a
published author. Joe was married 35 years ago in
the Grand Ballroom at The New Yorker, and has four
kids.
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